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News from

Hoping, Not Hibernating

About a week before the Sipapu rally the
wind blew during the night. The next
morning it was Autumn. Since then the
Sandias have been blanketed with snow
twice, and though I hesitate to say it’s
winter already – despite the fact that the
high today was in the 40’s – there’s no
question it’s not far away. It’s dark when I
wake up in the morning, and dark when I
come home from work. My body says it’s
time to hibernate.
Of course, one of the best things
about living in the Southwest is that the
riding season never really ends. I will
continue to commute even as the temperature plummets, but the gearing up
process takes longer and longer. Riding
will become more and more rare, and I’m
afraid there will be times when weeks
may go by without saddling up. That’s
depressing. But back in New York the
bike went into storage in November and
hopefully came back out in April. That
made for some serious cabin fever. I’m
happy I don’t have to put Stabil in the
tank and tuck the bike away for months
as I did back then, but I still get grumpy
as winter approaches.
On the positive side, there are still club
events in the calendar, and the Christmas
Party year-end blowout is still to come.
The weather prognosticators are predicting a “warm, dry” winter. And the New
Mexico BMW riding season starts at the
Progressive Breakfast in February, not
really that far away.
Plus, the Shaft has got your back, plun-

the Land of
Enchantment
BMW Riders

dering the internet and pestering the
populace for stories and pictures from
the fantastic riding season we’re just now
wrapping up, so you can ride vicariously
until Spring has sprung.
David Wilson, editor
S h a f t D e li v e ry N oti c e
In order to help the club reduce costs,
we will no longer provide a paper
Shaft beginning January 1, 2012
unless you respond to membership at
kimmarie721@earthlink.net requesting
a paper version continue to be mailed
to you. The newsletter will be available
online in the Members’ Only section
of the website, and can be printed out
at home if desired. You will receive an
email from our editor to advise when
the new issue is available.

In our new adventure
of parenthood, weekend
motorcycle rides are
rare. Rarer still are the
times Kristin and I can
get out riding together.
But here is photographic
proof that it actually
happened: a trip to
Madrid on a sunny
Sunday afternoon. We’re
hoping it will happen
again some year soon.

www.nmbmwmc.org
BMW MOA Charter #123
BMW RA Charter #81

The Ladies (mostly) Ride to Utah
W
by Susie McRee
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ell, given the
huge storm coming our way,
south it was. No plans,
just south. We met, we
being Carol, Kitty, Kentina,
Charlesea, and myself.
We decided to go I-40
to 117 down to Reserve,
Glenwood, and on to Silver
City for the night. We kept
our original meeting time of 7:30 because
the winds were suppose to blow hard and
we were hoping to get as far as we could
before they picked up. Kitty came from
Santa Fe, so left in the dark but was at
our meeting spot before 7:30. Kitty was
on her new F800ST and Kent was on his
new R1200RT. We headed out and there
was no wind on I-40. We hit 117 and the
winds begin to pick up. We had hard
winds most of the way, butit was still
nice scenery. We ate lunch in Reserve
and stayed at the Palace
Hotel in Silver City. Very
friendly and accommodating. It was the first time I
have ever been given keys
to all the rooms to pick the
one I wanted.
The hotel was downtown so we walked around
before dinner. Flying pigs
seemed to be a common
theme. The flying pig
truck door caught my attention.
I saw a gentleman with an Alaska
license plate on his GS. He was carrying a basket of tennis balls and tennis
racket. Of course I had to stop and visit.
He spends winters in Texas (Voni and
Paul are his neighbors), and summers in
Alaska. He has a RV and was just traveling around.
We leave Silver City and decide to still
hang south, given the weather reports.
Douglas, Bisbee, Nogales, then on over
to Why (Why not?). Our plan was to go
to the Cactus National Monument and
on up to Gila Bend for the night. Hwy
86 wound up not being as boring a ride
as it appeared. The road had some gentle
curves and little hills, the kind you go
over and, in your helmet, say wheeeeeee.
We still had some winds but not nearly
as bad as Thursday, so the day ended up

being very nice with a lot of fun roads.
We did have one interesting experience,
though. We were on a two lane road and
came upon a big round container being
transported, “Wide Load.” There was
a Wide Load truck in front and one in
back, with two police cars in front. As we
approached, there were two cars following
so we fell in behind. The load definitely
went into the other lane, so that cars were
pulling off to the side as we approached.
The two cars in front of us turned off so
that I was behind the Wide Load truck. I
wasn’t sure if I should try to pass or not. I
knew I would have to hop between them
as the string was too long to take them
all. I pulled out and the Wide Load truck
moved over, blocking me. I fell back into
place, a little unclear as to what might be
going on. I tried again and he moved over
again. Hmmmmm! I was thinking maybe
I wasn’t supposed to be passing, but they
should really have had a “No Passing”
sign. I tried one more time and he let me
by (I was thinking he just wasn’t paying
attention that particular time). Now I was
behind the Wide Load, and then Kitty and
Kent wound up behind me. I was thinking
we were kind of special because we were
being escorted. I then tried to pass the
Wide Load and the police truck pulled out
and wouldn’t let me. I was going through
the same thought process. I tried it two
more times, and the third time the policeman shakes his fist at me. Okay, I got it,
we were destined to stay behind this Wide
Load as we approach the mountains. Man!
Eventually they pulled over, the policeman waved at me, and we all got to pass. I
was unclear it was a police escort until we
actually passed them.
We finally got to enjoy the road. As we
went through Patagonia, they had a large
arts and crafts fair going so we decided to
stop and eat lunch.
By the time we get to Why, we decided
it was getting too late to go into the
Cactus National Monument, and so headed on to Gila Bend. We got there just at
dusk. We went through a cute little town
on the way, Ajo (I called it A’ho).
We then worked our way over to
Payson for Saturday night, with some
great riding weather and roads. Then we
had another excellent day for riding as we
worked our way back home.

El Morro! 10-16-11
photos by Terry Rowley

The Dawn’s
October Spectacle
photos by Steve Oles
and David Wilson
Fall is New Mexico’s
best riding weather

of the year,
and brings
the biggest
crowds and
the coolest
machines to
Dawn’s in
Cedar Crest
on Sunday
mornings.
Enjoy!
The Legendary Shaft
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L OE BM W R On the Road
November

Sunday

Join the LOE
BMW Riders
Yearly dues are $25. For
more information or to
pay:
Land of
Enchantment BMW
Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.nmbmwmc.org
or contact Susie McRee,
albqsusieq@comcast.net
Note Concerning the
Calendar
You are strongly
encouraged to check the
Message Board and the
Calendar (http://calendar.loebmwr.com/) on
the web site before any
event, to be apprised
of any last-minute
changes. You’ll also find
impromptu rides posted
there (and you can
suggest and post your
own!), and reviews and
opinions on club activities as they happen.
Isn’t the internet a wonderful place?

All stories © by the
individual authors, used
by permission.
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General Info on the Calendar
As always, while event information is
posted in the Shaft, there may be last
minute changes, which will be reflected
on the Message Board. If you cannot
visit the Message Board, the ride contact
person can notify you of changes. Please
note all rides are at the individual’s own
discretion and risk. These are destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with
others at the various destinations of the
ride. Be sure you’re aware of the route
and bring your own maps/GPS to assist
you. Exchanging cell phone numbers with
other ride participants is recommended.
If you decide to drop out of the ride at
some point during the ride, notifying at
least one other ride participant of your
intention to drop out will help alleviate unnecessary confusion or concern
for your whereabouts. All information
will be posted to the Calendar, which is
located under “Events” on the left side of
our Home Page.
On Any Sunday
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at
Milly’s on Jefferson just North of San
Antonio. Meet between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
Wednesday, November 3
GPS Seminar at Sandia BMW
by Dean Jones, Sandia BMW
Do you ever wish that you knew all
the functionality of your GPS? Do you
understand longitude and latitude vs.
UTM? How about map and compass reading with elevation? We have a mountain
guide that will go into detail on all these
items that could potentially save your life
should you get lost in the wilderness. He
is UIAGM and AMGA certified and has a
medical background as well.
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From 6-9 pm. Due to the limited
number of seats and overwhelming
response, please RSVP to Dean at
dean.jones@sandiabmw.com!
Sunday, November 6
Traveling Breakfast
At Henrietta’s, 740 Main St NE, Los Lunas,
at 8:00am. Check the Discussion Board on
the web site for more late breaking details.
Saturday, November 12
K1600 Demo Rides at Sandia BMW
The official BMW NA truck will be at
Sandia BMW all day (9 am – 6 pm) giving demo rides of their newest big sport
touring motorcycle. For questions, contact
Dean at dean.jones@sandiabmw.com or
Jim at jim.johnson@sandiabmw.com.
Wednesday, November 16
Tech session
Cancelled!
Saturday, November 19
This Trip’s for the Birds
Down at Bosque del Apache during
the annual big bird festival, reviving a
popular LOE BMW R ride from in past
years. Take a beautiful tour of the sanctuary on well groomed dirt roads, and
see lots of wildlife. Contact RJ Mirabal at
rjmirabal@yahoo.com for more details.
Sunday, December 4
Traveling Breakfast
Check for more details, or go to the
Discussion Board on the web site.
Saturday, December 10
Christmas Party
This is the biggie! Time to get back your
club dues and more at the annual LOE
BMW R Christmas Party, this year at

Ezra’s Place in the North Valley: 6132 4th
Street NW (located on the east side of the
street inside the Lucky 66 Bowl Bowling
Alley – no, really!).
The festivities will start at 11:30
am and end at 1:30 pm. RSVPs are
extremely important so we can know
how many members and their guests
(usually one guest per member) will
be attending. See the posting on the
Forum or contact David Hudson at
cdavidhudson@yahoo.com or Deany
Borlin at deanyborlin@yahoo.com to
RSVP.
Ezra’s Place is well known in the North
Valley as the unique gourmet experience
where you can go bowling afterwards to
work off the calories!
Und So Weiter
Sunday, February 5
The Progressive Breakfast
We are still in need of hosts for stop 1 and
stop 3. If anyone is interested in hosting either of these, please contact Deany
Borlin at deanyborlin@yahoo.com.

What News There Is
One…Or Two? That’s the Question
by David Hudson
One or two? Like red or green in New
Mexico, one or two is a frequently asked
question in the USA. In your favorite ice
cream parlor- one scoop or two? In your
favorite hamburger stand-one pattie or
two? When considering boyfriends or
girlfriends- one at a time or two? (this
may be age dependent). When considering motorcycles the choice broadens-one
cylinder, a twin, a triple, a four cylinder
and even six. That’s way to many scoops,
too much ground beef and of course
way, way a too many boy or girl friends.
So let’s make this easier. Should it be
single piston moving you down the
rode or two pistons moving in unison
no…more? Let’s look at both scenarios.
In 1999 Alison and I shipped our 1995
R1100GS from Toronto to Glasgow where
we spent a very enjoyable month in
Scotland, the Orkney Islands, the Isle of
Man for the not to be missed TT races,
and some time in Ireland for the not to be
missed Guinness brewery and Temple Bar

®

THE ONLY PLACE IT WON’T GO
IS IN YOUR GARAGE.
With the BMW GS Motorcycle, you’ll never want to park it in the garage or have to. This dual purpose bike is engineered
to be at home on-road or off, no matter the season. It’s perfect for the rider that wishes they never had to stop riding.
To see the new 2011 GS models and for
special offers, visit:

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 Pan American Frwy NE
Albuquerque, NM
888-873-3308
sandiabmwmotorcycles.com

Santa Fe BMW Motorcycles
2578 Camino Entrada
Santa Fe, NM
888-588-6608
santafebmwmotorcycles.com
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District in Dublin. All the time enjoying
lots of rain and trips on and off slippery
ferry ramps. We carried all of our clothing, parts, maps, rain gear with us at
all times with a combination of three 45
liter Givi hard cases, a set of Aerostich
throwover pannier tank bags and a BMW
tank bag. To say we were slightly exceeding the factory recommended weight limit
was in itself an exaggeration! None the
less we made the trip without incident
except for almost getting snagged on the
return trip to Toronto when the customs
inspector found some dirt on the underside of the bike and was concerned about
our possibly contaminating Canadian soil
with Mad Cow Disease. Knowing of this
inspection ahead of time, I thought I had
throughly cleaned the GS at a friend’s
house in Glasgow before leaving for the
airport. Anyway the Canadian customs
official was understanding (have you ever
tried to get your GS really clean after
riding for days in the rain and across
many fields of grass and mud?) and let us
go with a little lecture. This was a trip
on twin that is quite memorable to Alison
and me to this day. A three thousand mile
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trip on a twin in the rain(mostly) loaded
to the gills and no unsavory adventures.
Flash forward…to 2007. A thirty day
trip around Italy…flying to Milan by
way of Frankfurt to pick up a rental
f650. Back then the Germans knew that f
was for a single and g did not exist. This
bike was rented with two 45 liter Givi
side cases. In addition, I brought with
us a custom made rear mounting plate
that I bolted onto the stock BMW rear
rack and to that attached our own 45
liter back case, along with these three
cases we filled the same Aerostich panniers bags, the stock BMW tank bag, a
twenty (yes 20) foot long steel cable and
padlock. When German airport security questioned the cable we told them
bikes are stolen in Italy. The Germans
shook their heads in agreement and let
the cable board with us. As in our previous trip to the UK we carried all of our
belongings on the plane (no bags checked)
and with us everywhere we went. From
Milan to Lake Como (where I found two
bolts holding the side cases were missing, luckily a hardware store was just a
few blocks from our room), to Tuscany

LOE BMW R

and Spoleto, on to Venice and down the
coast for a stop in Tropea before catching
a ferry to Sicily. We drove through many
small villages where the townspeople did
not know much except where they were.
In in the UK most people spoke some
form of English and knew how to get
from where we were to where wanted to
go (although it often sounded “foreign” to
us). On on the ferry where we were told
in Italian that our return ticket was not
good for this boat but for some other ferry
that was somewhere else and no one knew
where that other ferry was, we pretended
not to understand and just stood our
ground (or deck in this case). Paying the
ferry mate ten bucks helped too. Anyway
we got to the mainland without further
incident. So back up along the gorgeous
and twisty tight Almalfi coast to Pompei,
Naples and Rome (where we would still
be looking for our hotel room if we had
not had the Garmin safely lodged in my
First Gear backpack where Alison could
read it and direct us), in Rome we were
The Watermelon Mountain Jug
Band
The world famous band features our
own Gary Oleson playing one string for
all it’s worth!
November 12
The Fur Ball – Fundraiser for
Watermelon Mountain Ranch Animal
Rescue (details TBA)
November 18
Explora Adult Night
1701 Mountain NW, 6:30 – 9:30 pm
December 2
The Range Café
Bernalillo, 7 – 9 pm
December 3
East Mt. Library
Tijeras, Noon – 1 pm
December 15
Taylor Ranch Library
5700 Bogart NW, 6 pm
December 18
O’Niell’s Pub
Juan Tabo NE location
4 – 7 pm

Officers

Kristin, Dave and John at the “other”
coffee shop, Java Junction in Madrid.

President:

David Hudson
890-8972
cdavidhudson@yahoo.com

Vice President:

Deany Borlin
899-3220
DeanyBorlin@yahoo.com

Activities:

RJ Mirabal
299-4916
rjmirabal@yahoo.com

Rally Chair:
warned about bike thefts so we put our
20’ cable to use to lock the bike to a nearby (18’ away) traffic sign post. We found
many more back roads in Italy than in
the UK and many more unbelieably narrow town streets with rough surfacing
(the 1100 GS would have been more than
a handful on some of these occasions).
The Autostrada was quite a challenge but
if you give up trying to keep up with the
Mercedes, Alfa’s, Porsches and Audi’s you
will do just fine. Often you will find the
drivers who blew past you at well over
100 mph stopped at the next highway cafe
sipping a latte or espresso. They are not
in a hurry, it’s just that they can drive
fast legally and it really is more fun(so
I’ve heard) to drive 100 as opposed to 60
or 70. We hit rain but only a few times
and our rainsuits came out and on. In
the towns and villages the f650 was the
perfect machine. We carried more weight
on this bike than on the 1100. We average
twice the miles per gallon on the single
and although I missed the top speed and
acceleration of the 1100, I did not miss the
extra weight, the extra seat height and
paying twice as much between fill ups.
A three thousand mile trip on a single,
mostly dry, loaded past the gills and no
unsavory adventures unless you consider
being passed at 75mph unsavory.

Richard Knowles,
750-4755
rjknowles@aol.com

Treasurer:

Susie McRee,
albqsusieq@comcast.net

Secretary:

Reid Hester,
292-5678
reidhester@lobo.net

Newsletter:

David Wilson,
265-9202
david@wujiart.us

Membership Services:
Lynn Coburn,
266-4449
nmmagnolia@juno.com

Membership Records:
Kim Maguire,
kimmarie721@earthlink.net

Webmaster:

TC Hobson
webmaster@nmbmwmc.org

Write!
Send in your stories,
opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish
anything! Send your
contributions to:
David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM
87122
(505) 265-9202
david@wujiart.us
Computer files are
easiest for me, or you
can fax it, or scribble
on a piece of paper and
mail it. I don’t care!
And don’t forget lots
and lots of pictures.
The Legendary Shaft
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Jan Sands’
2004
R1150R.
Photo
by Bill
Maruna.
Land of Enchantment BMW Riders

PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM 87199-2095

